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Otter and Wombat
Even as a little girl Zoe had always been a crafter.
It wasn’t until she was in her thirties that she realised that her crafting could evolve from cutting
and pasting from her families ‘Useful Box’ into an
actual business.
Created as a means of having some time-out from
being a Mum, Otter and Wombat was born in 2010
on the North West Coast of Tasmania by mother
of two, Zoe. After living in Canada for a year in
her 20’s, Zoe gets a great deal of inspiration from
Canada as the landscape still has quite a profound
effect on her. As like many people these days Zoe
also looks to blogs, especially those of people living
in North America, for inspiration so she can mix
their ideas and experiences with her own.
“I am also in love with old maps; the colours
that were used, the feel of the paper, the fact that
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geography was such an important part of education
in years gone by.”
These inspirations encourage Zoe to create retro
and vintage influenced jewellery, stationary, wall
art, home décor and fashion. Using upcycled books,
atlases and sheet music for a lot of her work, Zoe
tries to create pieces that are different from anything
others have made before.
On the weekends leading up to Christmas in 2010,
you would find Zoe at a stall at a local market in
Latrobe selling some of her wares and making wonderful friends and contacts as well as get that necessary encouragement needed from the other crafters
and customers. It was there that Zoe was fortunate
enough to sell a little pendant necklace she had
created from a vintage children’s book to a customer,
who wore it into a boutique gift shop in Penguin. The
shop owner asked if Zoe could take some of her stock

in to show her and from there Otter and Wombat got
a stockist!
From there the business picked up and it was just
a few years later when Zoe heard about Under the
Oak from a couple of her crafty friends who were
successfully selling their stock there. Although it took
her a while to join as Zoe was run off her feet with
other stockists, she has been very pleased with the
support she has received from local shoppers about
Otter and Wombat being sold in Under the Oak.
One of the positive aspects of displaying her work/
creations at Under the Oak, Zoe has found, is that
there is freedom to give new ideas a go with minimal
risk. Although it has taken her a while to find her
niche in the mix of other suppliers, Zoe has been able
to have fun experimenting with different methods of
display and variety of stock.
“I love making quirky cushions but because they
aren’t your everyday run-of-the-mill designs, they
take a little while to sell. However, by making other
things that are popular and sell in larger volumes, I
am able to make a profit and the cushions can stay on
the shelf until the right owner comes along!”
Currently Zoe is working on creating some funky
infinity scarves as they are easy to make and are
popular amongst all ages as the impact they can have
on an outfit can be pretty influential. They are also
one of the main items Zoe makes that sells quickly at
Under the Oak.
Last year Zoe commissioned beautiful hand carved
stamps of whales, anchors, narwhales and fish from
Nova Scotia and she dreams of stamping them onto
fabric. Other dreams of Zoe’s include having the
time to do screen printing and digital designs, as
well as own a proper studio to work in and store
her supplies. With her work currently spread across
a couple of rooms in her house it is becoming
overwhelming for Zoe and her family to work
around it!
“One of the things with crafting is that ideas come
flowing in and take over!”
Otter and Wombat products are sold in 7 outlets
across Tasmania and on Facebook. The supplies can
be found online: craftumi.com/otterandwombat.
Otter and Wombat often pops up at markets too!
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Under the Oak
Prue Lewis has created a wonderland to showcase
individual creations made by local artists in her
new and improved shop Under the Oak Handmade
Gallery and Gifts in Ulverstone, Tasmania

Have you ever been to a market and been so
impressed with the quality of the products that
you wished you could access them on a dayto-day basis instead of having to wait an entire
month for that one Sunday to finally come
around again?

wares and children’s items, the North West Coast
community loves to shop with Under the Oak
knowing that not only are they receiving different
and unique items, they are also directly supporting
45 individual, local business in Tasmania. This is
turn impacts the Tasmanian economy positively!

That’s how Prue Lewis felt when she visited local
markets along the North West Coast of Tasmania
back in 2011. Feeling inspired by the beautiful
creations she saw and wishing she had more
frequent access to them, Prue dreamed of the idea
of opening a shop where she could display local
artist’s creations daily. In December 2011, Prue’s
dream came true and Under the Oak Handmade
Gallery and Gifts was born.

With a love for encouraging people, Under the
Oak has created a great platform for Prue to do
what she loves! With 45 designers who sometimes
lack confidence in their products, she is able to
be a positive, friendly, helpful person and support
the artists she works with. Prue’s stunning and
inspiring personality shines through, especially
in her interaction with customers as she provides
them with great products and service. Due to this
Prue has also been able to become a volunteer
business mentor through her experience and
success with Under the Oak.

Under the Oak is a small business that is slowly
growing and transforming into a popular, well
known industry. It provides a platform for
individual makers and creators of Tasmania to
sell their handmade products in the form of ‘rent
a space’. This means that a designer can rent a
small area in the Under the Oak store, much like
they would at a market, and display any of their
creations in that area. Prue will then pay back any
sales to each of the designers, less an eftpos fee.
Stocking a variety of handmade crafts such as
jewellery, bags and accessories, soy candles, home
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When talking to Prue, we discovered that Under
the Oak is not just a pretty name, it in fact holds a
surprisingly great amount of symbolism. “The Oak
tree is a symbol of strength and determination, as
it has to endure many storms in order to anchor
its roots and survive. I can relate my life to this
concept as I’m sure many others can also. The
visualisation of sitting under a big strong oak tree
is quite a serene image.”
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“The visualisation
of sitting under a
big strong oak
tree is quite a
serene image.”

It has unquestionably taken Prue a lot of
determination and strength to open her
business, and she has definitely had to endure
many storms since then but her business is still
going strong and her roots are only growing
stronger!
Under the Oak Handmade Gallery and Gifts
won the 2012 Chamber of Commerce Successful
Start-Up Award and was also a top 5 national
finalist for the Best New Business in the Business
and Employment Australia Awards in 2012.
Since then Under the Oak has only grown
bigger.
“I’ve had an owner of another large gift store
from a bigger city, come and shop with us and
tell me that people are always in her shop talking
about how great mine is! It was a very special
moment!”
The business has also just moved to a new,
premises which meant Prue could expand Under
the Oak further! There is now the opportunity
for Prue’s dreams of including an art space,
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mini gallery, recycled furniture, workshops and
so much more, to come true! The new premises
now being centred in a busier section of the town,
gives the business the opportunity to become
better known amongst the wider community.
When asked about the positives and negatives of
owning her own business Prue only had positive
things to say, “I get to be my own boss with no
one else to answer to. I love interacting with
the customers and providing them with great
products and service. I also get to add my own
creative flair to displays and set ups.”
For Prue Lewis, her only limits is the sky!
Continuing to surprise Tasmania with her
creative ideas and welcoming nature to all new
makers and artists, we can only expect greater
things to come from her!
Contact details: Under the Oak is found in the
centre of town at 37 Reiby Street Ulverstone. You
can contact Prue online at: undertheoak.com.au
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i love my shop

Jill Ponsonby has created a beautiful
little shop called Dragonful that is
bursting with colours and creativity
What is your name? Jill!
What inspires you? I love colour and people who
have the initiative to make something different!
Seeing people have a go and create something
from nothing really inspires me!
What do you do when you’re not in the shop?
I’m very involved with the local rowing club as my
daughter also likes to row. I have this really funky
house which I love pottering in! I’m always trying
to challenge myself – at the moment we’re doing
some stone mason work at my house. There are
never enough hours in a day!
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What sort of things do you stock in Dragonfly?
I try to avoid trade fair and go into another area
that involves local artists’ creations. Even if it’s just
one person at home who says they can only make
one piece a month, that’s okay, we’re happy to sell
that! There are a lot of very creative people who are
just starting their businesses and I try to click into
those people because they’re the ones who have just
started and have these really cool, fresh new ideas.
What’s the story behind the name Dragonfly? I
didn’t actually name it! I bought the business when
it was just 6 months in the business. My daughter
was only little and I was just starting to look for a job
when my son James went skateboarding one day and
came home telling me Dragonfly was either going to
be sold or closed down. I thought ‘oh wow it’s only
just started’ and ended up buying it!
Did you change the stock? The stock was very trade
fair and they had a lot more garden items. I kept
a little of that sort of thing but ended up changing

majority of the stock to make it more individual.
Describe your shop in one sentence: Aladdin’s cave!
Do you think your personality shines through the
shop and its stock? I once had this man come into
my shop and tell me “your shop expresses who you
are and you only have to look around here and see
it’s a bit weird like you!”. They say your home and the
way in which you put your things together reflects
who you are as a person. I think it’s how you put
your own touch to the shop- much like your own
home - that can reflect your personality through it.
Best and worst things about having your own
business? It gives you freedom and flexibility! There
are no uniforms, you have the option to shut early if
you need to and if you feel like changing a window
or display around you can just do it! But you are tied
to it. I had the flu the other day and had to close the
shop for four days because it was too sudden to call
someone in. There’s always the chance of something
unexpected happening.
Do you ever have items you find hard to sell? There
have been one or two. There was this magnificent
painting that used to sit behind the counter and I
was really starting to like it when this lady came in
one day and bought it. I really missed that painting!
Most of the time you can usually bypass everything,
but there has been the odd item. Once you sell
something, it’s gone – you’re not going to see it
again.
What’s the best comment you’ve ever received
about Dragonfly? It’s probably when someone walks
in the door for the first time and they stop and go
“ooh look at this!” That’s probably the best comment!
When they get that wow factor and just stand at the
door and look. Especially around Christmas time!
Any future plans or dreams for Dragonfly? I would
love to expand the business and buy a big building
so I could employ people I know are really good
workers and truly creative people! Unfortunately I
don’t quite have the money for that sort of business
yet.
Contact details: You can find Dragonfly at 78 Reiby
Street, in the small town of Ulverstone, Tasmania.
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